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Keep You in the Dark

Surreal secrets shadowed from sight
Never to be revealed
Restricted from his right to know
Until the proper prophesied time
If that crucial moment indeed ever arrives

From severe mental pangs
Both expected and unexpected
Through the expanding expanse of a mind
Less ordinary than most
The tortured young man found pieces, fragments
Of that forbidden to be privy to
The segments of mythic truth discovered
Quickly deemed psychotic, unreal
By the Western psychiatric community
And loved ones, trusted family
Desperate to secure the surreptitious contents
Of ancient-based material
That could, at a certain level
Change our very world
In hopes for the better

Yet for the time being
The one meant for things
Much greater than himself
Forced to deny that
Which he felt, knew so strongly to be true
Consequently consumed in clouds
Of confusion and quiet chaos
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